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ARCHITECTURE C GRADE DIGITAL 

7.5 

Good B&W treatment of the subject, sharp and 
well exposed. Cropping is a little unbalanced be-
ing very tight at the bottom and lots of space at 
the top. 
But still works relatively well.  HC 

 

CARDRONA PUB 

Good subject matter, Bright sky at the top is 
distracting and could have been cropped 
out easily. Some post production work to 
remove distracting elements such as  
bollards and tin chimney could take this  

Image to a higher level. The car works well in the Image. MERIT 

AVIGNON MONUMENT 

Interesting subject matter, the blue bus to the right was 
very distracting it is a good travel record image but no 
more. ACCEPTED 

A CLASSY DESCENT 

Well seen semi abstract vision. The eye follows around the curve 
of the steps with ease just felt it lacked a definite focal point for 
the eye to settle on. 
Good use of a very muted colour palette. HC 
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ARCHITECTURE C GRADE DIGITAL CONTINUED 

DAIRY FOR LIFE 

Interesting architectural elements and captured at 
a great time of the evening. 
Light on the far left of the Image edge is a little  
distracting but otherwise extremely well handled.   
HONOURS 

GRAND ENTRANCE 

A very attractive entrance, verticals have been kept straight. The 
lighting is rather flat and uninteresting. 
Don’t be afraid to remove distracting elements in an Image such as 
the sign and yellow painted area at the bottom of the stairs.   
ACCEPTED 

COFFEE HOUSE 

Well exposed, the bike adds interest to the Image; 
vertical lines could do with some straightening. Nice 
colour palette.  MERIT 

CATHEDRAL DOOR St MICHAEL 

A good record shot of some beautiful carvings. Some detail loss in  
highlights and shadows Vertices need to be straightened,  
Image is nice and sharp.   ACCEPTANCE 
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LATE NIGHT PARKING 

The steel lattice work has been photographed 
from an excellent and interesting angle.  
Unfortunately all the elements behind are soft 
and a bit busy making it almost two Images. 
Keep experimenting with interesting angles.  
ACCEPTED 

LOS ARCOS 

Lovely leading lines, leading us right to the  
little man further up the street. 
However there are quite a few distractions 
along the way such as the green sign and the 
red pole so the man could do with being  
emphasised a little more. 
MERIT 

HYDRID 

Interesting building. The cloud highlights at the 
edge of the frame draws the viewers eye out of 
the frame. The B&W treatment works well      HC 

IN A DIFFERENT LIGHT 

Good on the author for going out in an 
evening to get something a little different. 
The exposure has been reasonably well 
handled under the conditions. The people 
are very random and distracting especially 
the two on the right hand edge of the 
frame and don’t add to the Image. The 
subject is worth going back and having  
another go at.  ACCEPTED 
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SILO STAY 

What wonderful architecture I hope you got to 
stay here. 
There are quite a few distracting elements such 
as the road cones, the yellow guard rail the Big 
tree, so cropping may help 
Sharp and well-lit                                                                   
MERIT  

HOUSE IN KIT FORM 

Lovely location with great potential. 
Be careful of the placement of distracting  
elements on the outer edges of your Image such 
as the seat and the Bar B Q table as they draw 
the viewer’s attention    ACCEPTED 

TUI AT HOME 

Good catch light in the birds eye bringing it 
to life would have worked better with the 
dark branch on the far right removed by 
cropping. Good detail                      HC 

OPEN C GRADE  

ARCHITECTURE C GRADE CONTINUED 


